The power of accurate energetics (or thermochemistry: what is it good for?).
The utility of measuring the energetics of ion-molecule reactions is discussed. After distinguishing between the terms of thermodynamics (macroscopic, equilibrium quantities) and energetics (microscopic and kinetically relevant quantities), the potential energy surfaces for ion-molecule reactions are reviewed and their implications discussed. Equations describing the kinetic energy dependence of ion-molecule reactions are introduced and the effects of entropy on reaction rates and branching ratios are discussed. Several case histories allow an exploration of the utility of accurate thermochemical information and probe how accurate such energetic information must be to be predictive. These case studies include decomposition of hydrated metal dications, the reaction of FeO(+) with H(2), and fragmentation of a small protonated peptide (GG). These illustrate a range of interesting systems for which accurate energetic information has been influential in understanding the observed reactivity. Comparisons with theory demonstrate that experimental information is still required for truly predictive capability.